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Know Your Business (1500 – 1530)
A presentation entitled “Staffordshire University Nursery: Performance, Impact and Ambitions” was received from
Amanda Sherratt, Head of Childcare Services.
Members commented as follows:

•

David Gage asked whether the Annual Statement of Remuneration would be included within the Annual
Financial Statements and Ian Blachford clarified that some of the information would be (but not the whole
statement).

2507 The briefing sheet for Nominations and Governance Committee, 09 Oct 2018 BG/111/08 was received.
Approved:
i. Terms of Reference BG/111/09
Members commented as follows:
•

Ian Blachford gave an update on the current position with recruitment for a Governor with HE experience.

2508 The briefing sheet for Strategy and Performance Committee, 23 Oct 2018 BG/111/10 was received.
Approved:
i. Terms of Reference BG/111/11
ii. Evaluating Delivery of the University Strategic Plan BG/111/12, introduced by the Vice Chancellor, who
noted that the KPIs had been reviewed and adjusted to add stretch where necessary.
Members commented as follows:
•

•
•

•

•

David Gage enquired about rates for timely completion and Liz Barnes confirmed that significant work was
now underway on changing staff culture in order to improve this, and Doug Rouxel noted his belief that
academic staff would welcome this change of approach.
Glenn Earlam asked for clarification on the numbers behind the Timely Completion target and this was given
by Liz Barnes, with Sue Reece highlighting the difference between progression and timely completion.
Glenn Earlam noted his preference for seeing student performance data on a monthly basis rather than via
annual measures. Liz Barnes confirmed that the University did review monthly data on key performance
indicators as part of Executive, SLT and QBR.
Richard Cotterell noted his belief that more frequent data was needed. Liz Barnes confirmed that the ongoing
oversight was in place and proposed that an extra box be added to the table when it was brought to Strategy
and Performance Committee, to help provide assurance.
Tash Crump underlined that students who felt “over-surveyed” were less likely to provide accurate and
meaningful responses. Liz Barnes clarified for the Board that student voice was well represented throughout
the University and that management were constantly listening via other fora, as well as surveys.

Received for information:
iii. OfS Registration Letter and Decision BG/111/13, presented by the Vice Chancellor, who noted that she had
discussed many of the metrics with Nicola Dandridge in their meeting. The Board endorsed the approach and
principles behind the action plan.
2509 The briefing sheet for Audit and Risk Committee, 30 Oct 2018 BG/111/14 was received.
Approved:
i. Terms of Reference BG/111/15
ii. Risk Appetites BG/111/16
Members commented as follows:
•

Liz Barnes highlighted that there was a particular focus this year on the University’s “Curious and Daring”
value, and that risk ratings might therefore appear higher than expected in some cases, as staff were
encouraged to take responsibility for their areas of risk rather than awaiting Executive input into every area.

iii. Annual Report of the Audit & Risk 2017-18 Committee BG/111/17
iv. Internal Audit Annual Report 2017-18 BG/111/18, introduced by the Chief Operating Officer.
Members commented as follows:
•
•

•

Kevin Gould noted that RSM, as the incoming internal auditors, were more likely to push boundaries, with
a more challenging internal audit plan.
Cathryn Hickey highlighted that the committee had asked RSM to look at several cross-cutting areas, moving
towards a more value-added approach, and issues that had not previously come to the table were therefore
likely to surface.
Sue Reece noted that discussions at the Audit Committee of another HEI, of which she was Chair, had raised
the question of how the OfS would respond to more challenging audit results. Kevin Gould proposed that
this be added to the agenda for discussions with internal audit. David Gage agreed that he would raise this
at the CUC.
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